Plan of the talk
I Explanation of the excess in the cosmic Near Infra Red Background observations requires Population III stars at z > 9 -what effect do they (and other sources) have on the reionization history? Salvaterra & Ferrara (2003) I Require reionization models to deal with wide variety of spatial scales: N IGM inhomogeneities -sub-kpc N formation of (first) haloes with luminous sources -kpc N transfer of the ionizing radiation -tens of kpc N background radiation -Mpc N effect of QSOs -tens of Mpc I Goal is to develop semi-analytical models with most of the essential physics incorporated KITP, Santa Barbara
Simple models of reionization
Evolution of the volume filling factor of ionized regions: 
Evolution of the volume filling factor of ionized regions:
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Evolution of the temperature 
Evolution of the temperature
Evolution of the ionization fraction
Simple models of reionization Evolution of the volume filling factor of ionized regions:
Ionizing flux is determined by the mean free path dt =ṅ
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Reionization of the inhomogeneous IGM
I Post-overlap era d[F M (∆ HII )] dt =ṅ ph (z) n H − R(∆ HII ) n e a 3 α R (T ) I Pre-overlap era d[Q HII F M (∆ HII,crit )] dt =ṅ ph (z) n H − Q HII R(∆ HII,crit ) n e a 3 α R (T )
